This letter is not part of the fund prospectus or offering documentation of VT Holland Advisors Equity Fund. Opinions expressed below
are only those of the manager and shared for the interest of readers only. Qualitative terms like ‘great’ and ‘compounding’ are used only
to explain the managers investing approach. Readers are instructed to look at the full disclaimers and fund prospectus.

FARNAM STREET CAPITAL LIMITED
FARNAM STREET FOCUSED FUND (UCITS)
Friday 16th October 2015
Dear Investors and Friends,

Final Report for the period ending September 2015:
Farnam Street Capital (FSC) – NAV £120.36
Farnam Street Focused Fund (FSF) – NAV £88.66
This is the investor report for both Farnam Street Funds covering the period to September 2015. After
all charges and costs the Farnam Street Capital Fund’s NAV has fallen by -8.6% to £120.36 during the
year to September 2015. Since the Fund’s launch in November 2011 the NAV has increased 20.3% (or
6.2% annualised). Since the launch of the Farnam Street Focused Fund on 15th May this Fund’s value
has fallen by 11.3%. For reference the FT Allshare Total Return Index is down 1.3% in the 12 months
to September 30th and down 10.6% since May 15th.
Two Funds – One Approach
For the benefit of our new readers we remind all that we write to investors in our Funds every six
months. We feel this is the right interval for doing so as it means we spend the bulk of our time investing
or thinking, rather than dreaming up new thoughts for an investor letter. In truth after six months we
are pretty keen to communicate with you and have a desire to do so as openly and candidly in a language
we hope all can understand. Between these times however do feel free to get in touch if you have any
queries.
Post the launch of our new UCITS Fund (Farnam Street Focused Fund) these investor letters now
comment on both of the Funds we run – Farnam Street Capital (FSC) and Farnam Street Focused (FSF).
Whilst small differences exist between the two Funds, most notably the eligibility of which type of
investor can invest in each, the methodology under which the two are invested and the holdings they
have are almost identical – as you will see below. The use of the ‘Farnam Street’ moniker is perhaps
worth also explaining. Farnam Street in Omaha is the address where Warren Buffett spends each
working day. As such we have used it as a subtle touchstone to remind ourselves daily to think and
invest in a way consistent with his careful but hugely successful approach.
Interests Aligned
Whilst our main focus is on trying to ensure investor capital appreciates by wise stock selection we also
know the detrimental effects that too high running costs can have on long term performance. As a result
we work hard to keep these costs as low as possible in both Funds for your and our benefit. Those that
work at Holland Advisors are collectively the largest investors in one of our Funds and the second
largest in the other. Also Holland Advisors as Manager of both Funds only earns any performance fee
in either Fund once an annual performance hurdle of 5% pa has been surpassed. The combination of
these points hopefully illustrates that Manager and Investor interests are closely aligned.

Farnam Street Capital Limited is an exempt scheme for the purposes of the Isle of Man Collective Schemes Act 2008.
Registered Address: Farnam Street Capital Limited, Exchange House, Athol Street, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 1JD

Our Approach
If our investor numbers and followers are growing over time then each letter we write will have a blend
of readers. Those dedicated amongst you, may have read every word we have written over the years, to
others this may all be new. In a number of past letters we have repeatedly explained the investment
process we use to analyse companies and run our funds. During that time we have also set up a website
which lays this process out, we hope, quite clearly. We would encourage those new to us and our Funds
to take a look both the website: www.hollandadvisors.co.uk and the attached document – ‘How we
Invest and Think’. All previous investor letters are also available on the website.
That all said in the spirit of “tell them, tell them and tell them again” we will just reiterate two simple
thoughts that perhaps best encapsulate our approach.
Firstly, we reiterate that we spend the bulk of our time looking for:
 Outstanding companies that are great operators in their chosen field
 Businesses models that make good, or great, returns on the capital needed to run them
 Great business managers who allocate capital wisely
Secondly, we believe any successful investor needs to try to buy companies (or other assets) when
others believe them not to be so, i.e. to be a contrarian, but to be a contrarian with bias towards great
businesses. It is only when others disbelieve a company’s strength that its shares will be offered at an
attractive price. In essence that is what we seek to do, buy great companies that are priced like bad ones.

The Economic + Investing Backdrop
In previous letters we have taken some time to outline the economic backdrop we are investing against.
On this occasion we will only do so briefly as with both fund values falling in recent months we are
keen to spend more time on what we are getting wrong (and right!) and why. We reiterate that we do
not invest according to any macro predictions. The analogy we continue to use is that understanding the
macro environment when investing is like using the mirrors in a car when driving. Our main focus is to
reach our destination (i.e. superior investment performance via stock picking) but the macro
environment (our car wing mirrors) gives us some perspective on what is happening outside the
car/portfolio. As such like all drivers we need to check your mirrors once in a while.
We remain of the view that the US economy is in the midst of a strong sustainable and broad based
economic recovery that was borne out of the extreme trough generated by the credit crisis. The US
dollar strength that has resulted from this ongoing relative outperformance of the US economy is thus
unsurprising.
Additionally we have in the past aired a cautious view on many periphery parts of Europe due to the
severe deflationary forces that were put on them by their continued Euro membership and to an extent
we feel vindicated in having had that view. During the last 12 months however two factors suggest a
need to temper that stance. Firstly a number of those countries (Ireland and Greece are examples) have
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become much more competitive by significantly reducing their unit labour costs. This, we note, is both
impressive and largely unnoticed by Euro perma-bears. Secondly, we have been impressed by the broad
public determination in such countries to stay within the Euro project despite the huge scale of economic
hardship many individuals and communities have suffered in recent years (the Greek vote being a key
example). This suggests that the EU has not only survived the stiffest of popularity tests, but also as a
function of the lower labour costs we observe it is arguably working (for a while at least) as the
economic model as it was designed to.
China is much is the news of late and many it seems have a previously held view they wish to prove
right, thus argue a case for, or against accordingly. We observe both that the forces of Urbanisation,
Innovation and Consumerism have a long way to run yet in China. Equally we see, as others do, the
possible overbuild of infrastructure in the last 5+ years and try to consider its consequential effects. As
to the implications of those conflicting forces to investors in the wider world we are quite sure of our
answer to that enormous question – we just don’t know.
The last point we would make on our investing backdrop was recently brought home to us on reading
Anthony Bolton s excellent book ‘Investing against the tide’. In it he observed: “when evaluating the
market outlook there are 3 things I particularly focus on and one I don’t consider. The one thing I don’t
look at is the economic outlook”. To many this may be counter-intuitive but it resonated with us as
previously we have observed that there are three distinct cycles that we need to be aware of as investors:
The Political cycle, which mostly has little effect but occasionally catches investors off guard (e.g.
Greece in 2015). The Economic cycle which is commented on often and over-analysed endlessly?
Lastly there is a Stock-market cycle which is overlooked by many, has a life all of its own and is a
function of the greed, fear and many other often merely psychological traits of its participants. The
recent pull back in markets we observe is most likely just another stock-market cycle working its way
though. Some are protracted, some short lived. All investors should accept them as part of the
unpredictability of our friend Mr Market and use them for what they offer, i.e. the chance to buy
companies, or even funds for that matter, at a price far better than that available to you only a month or
two back.
How we are investing today
The FSC Fund is down 11% in the year to September and the new FSF Fund is down 11% since we
launched it in May. Even if markets are down by similar amounts it is easy for both Investors and the
Manager to be despondent, both on the assets owned and even the skills of the person doing the
investing. Our prudent approach over the last few years mean we have previously sat on cash balances
that have averaged 15-20% and cash and work-out percentages that may have averaged 20%. However,
to state the obvious, that still meant c.80-85% of our Fund was invested in direct stock investment that
are marked to market every day. Equally our new Fund is a UCITS structure and the rules of such funds
do not allow a Manager to sit on more than 20% cash. As a result we were investing (we thought
carefully) to match our new fund holdings with our existing ones, during the months of May-July. Had
we known a sizable market sell-off was imminent we, of course, would have waited – hindsight as ever
is cheap.
In a moment we will give a little more colour on our portfolio and what we could have done better in
recent months but before we do we would like readers to reflect on the notion that an investment dollar
can be worth more, or less, than the dollar in your pocket. This might seem odd, but the hard currency
that you own will never be worth more than its face value today and arguably its value will depreciate
in real terms over time. By contrast a dollar in invested in say Wells Fargo shares in May today is worth
c.90cents, but we suggest could easily be worth $1.50 c.3years from now.
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For each of the shares we own we have an estimate of their intrinsic value at a point a few years into
the future. Part of that, we hope, increasing value is the growth we expect from the underlying franchise
and part comes from an expected revaluation of the company we estimate Mr Market will one day
undertake. Whilst a number of our estimates will be out and a few will be plain wrong each is considered
prudently and importantly without any regard to the current share price. The result of which is that we
have an idea (for it is only that) of what the annual rate of return might be on holding each individual
share into the future. We also use this process to help us decide between the attractiveness of our
holdings. As a result of this we are also able to see, post recent share price falls, a resulting increased
expected return (substantially in some cases) from a number of our favoured holdings. The upside to
such values is now the highest it has ever been in the 3-4 years we have been running these Funds. As
a result of this we have been investing our cash balances over the summer months.
In short we think our current invested dollar is worth significantly more than its shown value today in
the fund NAV’s and is more undervalued than at any time in the Funds past. So whilst it is easy for
falling share prices to make an investor despondent we are excited about the prospect of future returns
that today’s levels of undervaluation suggests.
Mistakes+ Learning Part 1
In our March letter this year we stated the following:
In our last two letters we spent time discussing the mistakes we have made. These being of
Omission (i.e. the companies we had analysed well, but foolishly never bought) and
Commission (i.e. those we did buy and shouldn’t have gone anywhere near). Sadly we are likely
to keep making mistakes, but we try to learn from each one.
It is with little satisfaction we can report that on this projection we were 100% correct. In the last six
months we have made more mistakes and learned yet more as a result.
The last few months have been testing for many investors, but as we observe above, such market cycles
should be both expected and actually welcomed by the prudent investor who has kept cash on the
sidelines to invest. We were in just such a position with both of the Funds going into the summer falls
and so are delighted to have been able to invest in a number of new franchises that we had previously
looked at and liked but who were not offered to us at low enough prices – that is the good news. The
bad news is that having observed the lack of value on offer in quality franchise for the last year or two,
we had sat on bigger cash balances, but also looked for more Special Situations and occasional deep
value investments that we thought to have more specific risks rather than overall market risks. Here is
where we have made mistakes. Our greatest mistake was, perhaps, in the back of our minds to consider
these assets as better investments in less cheaply priced markets. Their valuations we assessed as cheap,
but whilst we saw (and still see in most of them) opportunity in their recent problems, others saw risk.
The result was that in many cases such companies share prices fell more, not less, than the overall
market during a correction. To return to the thoughts of an investment dollar above, there is no mistake
here if the assessed value is still correct as the upside potential should now be greater. Indeed we believe
that to be the case in the majority of such investment we made. Nevertheless this was an interesting
lesson in opportunity cost and portfolio construction, as had we just kept our core franchise holdings
and made the hurdle higher for Special Situations to be included in the portfolio, we would have had
even more dry powder available to invest this summer.
Mistakes + Learning Part 2
Many readers know that we have tried to learn from and copy many of the great investors, picking
different skills from each. Many other managers will tend to focus on ‘deep value’ or say ‘franchises’.
This specialisation does mean an investor in such funds can be sure exactly what type of portfolio they
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own, but we have always felt it limits a Manager, partiality if that style, for want of a better word, is
popular and thus the stocks it favours are highly priced, as say high quality franchises are today.
Additionally having studied Buffett extensively we found there were different points in his investing
career where different styles contributed to his performance. Thus while we have a huge bias towards
franchise investing and this is an area we have proven expertise in we have always perhaps been more
open than other managers to the contribution deep value or special situation investing can contribute.
Having spent more time in this area of late and in truth made a few mistakes we think it right to reflect
on this.
The complexity of interlinked factors in Special Situations can mean that operational gearing may meet
financial gearing and/or a new management and other outside factors. The result is that each situation
looks unique and thus it is perhaps a little too easy to make a ‘one off’ case for each to enter a portfolio.
Having reflected on this and with markets lower we are making two slight changes to how we manage
Fund assets:
1. Pragmatically lower market prices now offer to us more of the franchises we have wanted to
own all along at better prices than for some time. As a result we are actively broadening the list
of franchise companies that we own.
2. We are developing a checklist solely for Special Situation investments to use distinctively from
the checklist we use for Franchises. This will likely make it harder for a Special Situation
investment to get into the portfolio and thus improving the risk/reward of those we end up
owning.
It is worth pointing out that this is firstly not a dramatic change as the percentage of the Funds invested
in Special Sits in total has never been higher than c.20% of the Funds total assets, and after all one of
our best ever investments (Dart Group) was a Special Sit. Additionally as we have been subtly making
this change during the summer months while investing the initial capital of FSF Fund most of its capital
has gone directly into a broader spread of franchise holdings.
In investment management you don’t get paid for the hours worked, you get paid for how successful
you are. As a result we could consider the last four to six months wasted. During that time however we
have learnt valuable lessons and found new investment ideas that we think others have overlooked that
one day we think will prove fruitful for our performance. We have also learnt a huge amount about a
wide variety of new businesses and industries, including nuclear power station construction companies,
zinc recycling plants and even Greek banks! In investing, all knowledge is cumulative so we hope one
day to make a return on that time invested.
Direct Stocks
 The Farnam Street Capital Fund (FSC) currently has 18 holdings equating to 86% of the Fund’s
assets. Four of these holdings could best be considered Special Situation investments,
representing 11% of the Fund.
 The Farnam Street Focused Fund (FSF) has 22 holdings (86% of fund assets), three of which
are Special Situations representing 5% of Fund assets.
Those new to our letters maybe scanning down the page to see where we have profiled a stock we
currently own – you may be disappointed! It remains our policy not to profile the companies that we
own while we still own them. We have in previous reports discussed successes and failures once they
have been sold, but on this occasion have spent more time outlining other areas. The reason for no stock
profiling is because we feel in endangers reinforcement bias. We wrote about this using our experience
with Tesco as an example in our September 2013 letter (see website). In short, investing is hard enough
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without the need to set yourself the pitfalls we think can occur if your rant and rave to all that will listen
about how great one of your stocks is. By doing so we think you are creating a reinforcement bias that
makes it hard to change your mind when it is right to do so. That said we hope investors feel they have
both a good understanding of our approach and plenty of examples of it in the occasional research piece
we distribute and post on the website. Some of these will be companies that we own, and others not,
but we hope they give a thorough insight into the practical way we apply our investment approach to
individual companies.
In the interest of openness however we have disclosed at the bottom of this report the five largest
holdings we have in each Fund and each funds sector and currency exposure also. Investors will see
from this our significant exposure to the banking sector where we continue to believe that a number of
the largest US banking institutions are mispriced franchises. This is an exposure we have had for some
time and the company holdings have changed little in the last few years. We have also now replicated
this exposure in the FSF Fund as can be seen. The last point we would make on this exposure is perhaps
to just outline that we see the shares we own in this sector as mispriced without any need from
imminently higher interest rates. Clearly this type of exposure also made our NAV’s more sensitive to
the recent market falls, something in the short term we think worth accepting for the long term return
potential these powerful, undervalued franchises bring.
Work Outs + Cash (14% of FSC) (14% of FSF)
At the time of writing the cash percentage holdings of the respective Funds were FSC (8%) and FSF
(9%). As commented on above both cash balances have been reducing notably in recent months as more
and more better priced franchises are now on offer.
The Work-Out part of the portfolio’s today has one new holding in both Funds (valued at c.5% in each
fund) and an additional 1% older holding in the FSC Fund. During the last six months both Funds
successfully participated in three other work-outs investment that yielded good annual IRR’s with
limited extra market risk. We continue to search for ideas in this area and believe it still to be it to be a
good use of our cash balances supplementing the low income they would otherwise generate.
As was stated at the outset of this note we are now writing for the benefit of a broad range of investors
with differing knowledge of our process and of the wider investing world. As such if you have questions
or wish to discuss the contents of this letter more fully please do get in touch.
With kind regards,

Andrew J Hollingworth, Fund Manager
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Portfolios By Sector Category compared to the S&P500
S &P500

FS C

FS FF

IT

20%

6%

5%

Financials

17%

Banks

6%

30%

18%

Diversified Financials

5%

10%

27%

Other Financials

6%

Portfolios By Holding Currency
FS C

FS FF

£

21%

27%

$

74%

63%

€

5%

8%

HK$

0%

3%

100%

100%

HealthCare

15%

Consumer Discretionary

13%

15%

21%

Industrials

10%

10%

7%

Top 5 holdings in alphabetical order

Consumer Staples

10%

6%

8%

FS C

FS FF

Energy

7%

3%

3%

General M otors

General M otors

Utilities

3%

Goldman Sachs Group Inc

Goldman Sachs Group Inc

M aterials

3%

JPM organ Chase & Co

JPM organ Chase & Co

Telecom Services

2%

Wells Fargo & Co

Non-Standard Finance Plc

World Wrestling Entertain-A

Wells Fargo & Co

Total Equities
Other (cash and funds)
Total

100%

3%

2%

83%

91%

17%

9%

100%

100%

The information in this document is based upon the opinions of Holland Advisors London Limited and should not be viewed as
indicating any guarantee of returns from any of the firm’s investments or services. The document is not an offer or
recommendation in a jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make
such an offer. The information in this Report has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or
particular needs of any specific recipient and is published solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. In the absence of detailed information
about you, your circumstances or your investment portfolio, the information does not in any way constitute investment advice.
Potential investors should refer to the relevant Prospectus and Key Information Investor Document for full information. If you
have any doubt about any of the information presented, you should obtain financial advice. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance, the value of an investments and any income from them can go down as well as up
and can fluctuate in response to changes in currency exchange rates, your capital is at risk and you may not get back the
original amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this Report are subject to change without notice. Portfolio holdings are
subject to change and the information contained in this document regarding specific securities should not be construed as a
recommendation or offer to buy or sell any securities referred to. The information provided is “as is” without any express or
implied warranty of any kind including warranties of merchantability, non-infringement of intellectual property, or fitness for
any purpose. Because some jurisdictions prohibit the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental
damages, the above limitation may not apply to you. Users are therefore warned not to rely exclusively on the comments or
conclusions within the Report but to carry out their own due diligence before making their own decisions. Authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (UK), registration number 538932. All rights reserved. No part of this Report may
be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the written permission of Holland Advisors London Limited. Investment
Manager: Holland Advisors London Limited (registered number 538932), registered office 7 York Road, Woking, Surrey, GU22
7XH.
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